
We have begun including optional Weather Proof Connectors. 
 

If your harness already had Bullet Connectors installed, you can use those… 
OR you can cut them off and replace them with these. 

 
PAY VERY CLOSE ATTENTION TO THESE DIRECTIONS! Because future harnesses will follow this pattern. 

 
These connectors and pins go on the ends of the HARNESS for the lights.              These go on the HARNESS, switch wire end. 

   
 

These connectors and pins go on the LIGHTS bare wires.                     These go on the SWITCH WIRES, on the truck. 

    
 

NOTICE WHICH PINS MATCH WHICH CONNECTORS!!! They should be already separated with the proper connectors!  

  



INSTALLATION OF TERMINALS AND PINS. 
 

Use Crimping Pliers to crimp pins on wires. Be sure to strip off insulation on wire so you crimp OVER the wire, not the 
insulation. As you see in the left photo. You crimp over the BARE WIRE in the center where the tabs are. You can either slide 
the rubber seal (Shown in the right photo) on the wire before crimping the pin on the wire. Then crimp the outer wings over it. 
OR, crimp the outer wings all the way down and just slide the rubber seal over them. Then they slide into the ends of the 
connectors. BEFORE MOVING ON>>>> Read the NEXT part and see photos…                      

  
 

As you can see below. The single connectors are on the HARNESS switch wire ends….  
The IMPORTANT part is in the NEXT Photo. Pay attention to where the different color wires are inserted! With the clip side 

DOWN… it goes from left to right… Black, Red, then white. Once you insert them, you can snap the clip down. 

   
 

You can now install these on your bare light wires. BE CAREFUL to MATCH  
the colors up in alignment to your connector wire colors on your harness!!  
If you don’t match the colors up, you will either blow a fuse, or the lights  
will NOT WORK. It isn’t the lights, it is your alignment.  

  
 

If you mess up.  

You will need a PIN RELEASE TOOL. You can search Amazon for a “Weatherpack Pin Removal Tool”. You will find them for 
approx. $6-10. You slide it in the end, and once you lift up the snap cover, you can pull the pin/s out the backside again and 
reinsert them. The proper crimpers can also be found on Amazon. You can search for “Weather Pack Crimpers”. You can find 
generics for around $10-15. You don’t need the $300 brand names.          


